We present a class of facet-defining inequalities for the single node fixed-charge flow polytope and provide a comparison of valid inequalities for this polytope. We also present computational results that show the effectiveness of these inequalities in solving fixed-charge network flow problems.
Introduction
The single node fixed-charge flow model is a basic structure that arises as an important relaxation of many mixed 0-1 integer programming (MBIP) problems with fixed charges. The model consists of a flow balance inequality for a single node with demand b and variable upper bounds on inflow and outflow arcs, which can be formulated as S = {x ∈ {0, 1} |N | , y ∈ IR |N | + : i∈N + y i − i∈N − y i ≤ b, y i ≤ u i x i ∀i ∈ N }, where variable y i is the flow on arc i with capacity u i , x i is a binary variable that indicates whether arc i is open or closed, and N = N + ∪ N − .
The single node fixed-charge flow model is interesting not only because it is a relaxation of the fixed-charge network flow problem, but also because it is possible to derive relaxations of the form S of a general MBIP problem. Therefore, valid inequalities for S can be used as cutting planes in branch-and-cut algorithms to solve MBIP problems. General purpose mixed-integer programming software packages, such as CPLEX 1 , MINTO [8] and bc-opt [4] use cutting planes derived from S among others. We refer the reader to [13] for a detailed discussion on using S and related structures as relaxations in mixed-integer programming. Valid inequalities for S have also been instrumental in developing strong cutting planes for a variety of problems, including lot-sizing problems [3, 10] and facility location problems [1] .
The study of the polyhedral structure of the convex hull of S is initiated by Padberg et al. [9] for the case with N − = ∅. They introduce the flow cover inequalities, which are generalized by Van Roy and Wolsey [12] . Gu et al. [5] strengthen these inequalities through sequence independent lifting for S.
Stallaert [11] gives a complementary class of flow cover inequalities. Marchand and Wolsey [7] derive other inequalities for S from mixed 0-1 knapsack relaxations of S.
Here we introduce yet another class of strong inequalities for S and show the relationship between these inequalities and the ones introduced earlier. In Section 2 we present the flow pack inequalities for S and study their strength for a certain restriction of S. Then we strengthen and generalize them by lifting and compare them with other inequalities for S given in the literature. In Section 3 we conclude with a summary of computational experiments that show the effectiveness of the new inequalities in solving capacitated fixed-charge network flow problems with a branch-and-cut algorithm.
Flow pack facets
Without loss of generality, we assume that (A.1)
, and (A.3) b + i∈N − u i > 0 (otherwise
follows from (A.1) and (A.2). Under these assumptions conv(S) is full-dimensional. The linear relaxation of S is
Observe that an extreme point of P has at most one fractional variable in x. For C + ⊆ N + and 
well-known flow cover inequality
where a + = max{a, 0}, cuts off the fractional extreme points characterized by flow cover (C + , C − ). If
Van Roy and Wolsey [12] show that flow cover inequality (1) is facet-defining for conv(S) if max i∈C
An alternative characterization of the fractional extreme points of P gives rise to a different class of valid inequalities for S. 
cuts off the fractional extreme points characterized by flow pack (C
The flow pack inequality is a special case of the inequalities given in Stallaert [11] and may be viewed as a flow cover inequality (1) for the relaxation of S, where the balance constraint is relaxed to i∈N − y i − i∈N + y i − s ≤ −b after introducing a slack variable s. Flow pack inequalities are facetdefining for the convex hull of the restriction S C + = {(x, y) ∈ S : x i = 1 for i ∈ C + } of S.
Proposition 1
The following are necessary and sufficient conditions for flow pack inequality (2) to be facet-defining for conv(S C + ):
Proof. We show only necessity here. For sufficiency see [2] . Suppose
+ , then the inequality obtained by adding y i ≤ u i x i and the flow pack inequality with L + \ {i} is at least as strong as the original inequality. Now suppose L + = ∅. If there is no k ∈ C − with u k > µ, then the flow pack inequality can be obtained
But whenever x k = 0 for k ∈ C − with u k > µ, y i = 0 for all i ∈ C + and y i = u i for all i ∈ K in any feasible solution. Hence if |C + ∪ K| ≥ 2, then there are not enough points on the face defined by (2) . If |C + ∪ K| = 0, then (2) reduces to a trivial inequality y i − µx i ≤ 0, i ∈ L + and the conditions |L + | = 1 and u i ≥ µ for i ∈ L + are clearly necessary and sufficient.
Lifting flow pack inequalities
In order to both strengthen and generalize flow pack inequality (2) for S, for a flow pack (C
, and consider the projection
is facet-defining for conv(S o ) under the conditions of Proposition 1. To lift (3) for S, we need to compute
for z ∈ IR − , where b o = b − i∈C + u i . We show that optimization problem (4) can be solved easily. Let (x,ȳ) be an optimal solution to (4) 
we can find a solution with the same or better objective value satisfying these assumptions. For the moment, assume thatȳ i = 0 for all i ∈ K in an optimal solution. Then i∈L +ȳi equals either b o − z + i∈C − \Z u i or i∈Y u i , depending on whether the balance constraint is tight or not. If
Now we show that there exists an optimal solution such that 
Then the lifting function f (z) can be expressed in a closed form as
where w 0 = 0, w k = k t=1 u it for k = 1, 2, . . . , r. At this time we relax the assumption thatȳ i = 0 for all i ∈ K. Supposeȳ i > 0 for some i ∈ K. Then the balance constraint must be tight, otherwise a better solution is available by decreasingȳ i . We can assume thatȳ i = 0 for all i ∈ L + , since otherwise we can obtain a solution with the same objective value or better by decreasing both i∈Kȳ i and i∈L +ȳi in the same amount and setting
LetZ give the minimum valuef (z) 3 .Z consists of the elements of C − ordered in nondecreasing
3 . It remains to check the feasibility of the solution described by f (z). If max i∈L + u i ≤ min i∈Z u i , then f (z) is determined by onlyZ. In this case, if − i∈Z u i + min i∈Z u i ≤ z, then by definition ofZ, b o − z + i∈C − \Z u i + min i∈Z u i ≥ 0 and hence the solution is feasible (when y i = 0 for all i ∈ K). Else if − i∈Z u i + µ < z < − i∈Z u i + min i∈Z u i , then f (z) = (|Z| − 1)µ + z =f (z) 3 . If max i∈L + u i > min i∈Z u i , then f (z) is determined by a subset of L + and a strict subset Z ofZ and since b o − z + i∈C − \Z u i ≥ 0 for Z ⊂Z, the solution is feasible. This completes the characterization of the lifting function f (z).
It can be shown that f is superadditive on IR − , which implies that the lifting is sequence independent, that is the lifting function f (z) remains unchanged as the projected variable pairs (x j , y j ), j ∈ C + ∪ L − are introduced to inequality (3) sequentially [6, 14] .
In order to write the lifted pack inequalities explicitly and show their relation to the lifted flow cover inequalities, we define the following function. For u ∈ IR + , let
From Theorem 10 of Gu et al. [5] , it can be seen that φ C + ∪L − is an approximate superadditive lifting function for flow cover inequalities. Then, after adding a slack variable s to the balance constraint of S and relaxing it to i∈N − y i − i∈N + y i − s ≤ −b, by writing a lifted flow cover inequality for this relaxation one obtains the following lifted flow pack inequality.
For
where
and
, and the conditions of Proposition 1 are satisfied, then the lifted flow pack inequality
is facet-defining for conv(S).
Inequality (6) is facet-defining for conv(S), because the exact lifting function (5) for the flow pack inequalities can be written as
Comparison of valid inequalities
In contrast to the lifting function of the flow pack inequality (2), the lifting function of the flow cover inequality (1) is not superadditive and its lifting is not sequence independent [5] . An intuitive explanation for the absence of superadditivity in the cover lifting function is that the nonincreasing order of u i may need to be violated to achieve feasibility when lifting a flow cover inequality; the lifting problem of flow cover inequalities is a restriction, whereas the lifting problem of flow pack inequalities is a relaxation.
In order to highlight the relation among valid inequalities for S, we write a form of the lifted flow cover inequalities, which uses φ C + ∪L − as a valid superadditive lifting function, even though this function is slightly weaker than the one given in Theorem 11 of Gu et al. [5] for flow covers. Let (C + , C − ) be a flow cover. If (α i , β i ) ∈ G i for i ∈ L + , then the following lifted flow cover inequality is valid for S i∈C + (y i + (u i − λ)
Now we compare the lifted flow pack and the lifted flow cover inequalities with the k-cover and k-reverse-cover inequalities [7] derived from mixed 0-1 knapsack relaxations of S. Observing that [7] ), after algebraic manipulations, the kcover inequality can be restated as
and the k-reverse-cover inequality can be restated as
Lifted flow pack inequality (6) with (α i , β i ) ∈ G 2 i for all i ∈ L + is at least as strong as k-reversecover inequality (9) . To see this, observe that for i ∈ L + , if w l − µ < u i ≤ w l or u i > w r , then β i = lµ − w l = φ C + ∪L − (u i , λ), and thus the inequalities are the same. Else if u i ≤ w r and w l < u i < w l+1 − µ, then for (x,ȳ) ∈ S, let
Similarly, lifted flow cover inequality (7) is at least as strong as k-cover inequality (8) for S. Yet it is still very interesting that one gets strong valid inequalities such as (8) and (9) for S from its much simpler mixed 0-1 knapsack relaxation.
Example Suppose S is given by
, and K = {6}. Then µ = 2 and y 2 − 2x 2 + y 3 − 2x 3 + 3(1 − x 5 ) − y 6 ≤ 0 is valid for S o = {(x, y) ∈ S : (x 1 , y 1 ) = (1, 6), (x 7 , y 7 ) = (0, 0)}. Note that w 0 = 0, w 1 = 6, w 2 = 11, w 3 = 15. Lifting it with x 1 , y 1 , x 7 , and y 7 , we obtain the following lifted flow pack inequalities 
Computational results
In this section we present a summary of computational experiments on using the lifted flow pack inequalities (6) in a branch-and-cut algorithm for solving capacitated fixed-charge network flow problems. The branch-and-cut algorithm was implemented with MINTO [8] (version 3.0) using CPLEX (version 6.0) as the LP solver. All experiments were performed on a SUN Ultra 10 workstation. In addition to the lifted pack inequalities, we used the lifted flow cover inequalities that are automatically generated by MINTO. The lifted flow cover inequalities that MINTO generates are similar to inequality (7) and are described in Gu et al. [5] .
In order to test the effectiveness of the lifted flow pack inequalities, we ran the branch-and-cut algorithm on a set of randomly generated capacitated fixed-charge network flow problems available at http://ieor.berkeley.edu/∼atamturk/data. In Tables 1 and 2 we present a comparison of the performance of the branch-and-cut algorithm when run with only MINTO's lifted flow cover inequalities, with adding flow pack inequalities, and finally with adding lifted flow pack inequalities. Table 1 is for instances with 30 nodes and 50% arc density, whereas Table 2 is for instances with 60 nodes and 20% arc density. For this experiment, we also implemented a simple primal heuristic, which rounds fractional binary variables in LP solutions in the search tree to one, in order to construct feasible solutions quickly for pruning. We report the objective values of the initial LP relaxation after preprocessing (zinit), optimal integral solution (zopt), and the LP relaxation at the root node of the search tree after all cuts are added (zroot), the number of lifted flow cover cuts (lfcovs), the number of flow pack cuts (fpacks), the number of lifted flow pack cuts (lfpacks), the number of nodes evaluated (nodes), and the CPU time elapsed in seconds. All fractional entries are rounded to the nearest integer. A comparison of the entries in columns zinit and zopt shows that all of these problems have big duality gaps. LP relaxations at the root node (zroot) improve consistently with the addition of flow pack and lifted flow pack cuts. We also see significant reductions in the number of nodes explored and in the CPU time elapsed. Note that more lifted flow pack cuts are generated than flow pack cuts and that lifting flow pack cuts do improve the LP relaxations. The effect of lifting flow pack inequalities is more pronounced for the larger instances in Table 2 . These computational results indicate that the flow pack inequalities and the lifted flow pack inequalities improve the performance of the branch-and-cut algorithm significantly for capacitated fixed-charge network flow problems. 
